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Abstract

Utilization of severe plastic deformation (SPD) methods has provided a convenient approach for producing ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials exhibiting outstanding characteristics especially mechanical properties. HPT as one of the SPD methods can lead both to smaller grains and to a higher fraction of high-angle grain boundaries, which is an especially attractive procedure by researchers. In order to understand the nonlinearities relationship between the mechanical properties and the developed strain during plastic deformation, local deformation analysis using the finite element method was applied for the HPT process. In this chapter, results are reported of an investigation on the deformed microstructure and mechanical properties of different materials samples during the HPT process using experiments and FEM simulations. Simulation results indicate that the disks show inhomogeneity development and distribution of strain and stress during the plastic deformation. Microstructure and hardness investigation results can give a well support to verify the rules of inhomogenous plastic deformation in the early stage of the HPT disks. Furthermore, the friction and anvil geometry play important roles in the homogeneity of the deformation. After the hollow cone high pressure torsion (HC-HPT), the thermal stability of Zr$_{64.13}$Cu$_{15.75}$Ni$_{10.12}$Al$_{10}$ BMGs is enhanced, while the elastic modulus of BMG will be decreased.
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1. Introduction

In recent 20 years, the investigation on the micro-structural evolution of ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials surged tremendously due to outstanding characteristics of UFG materials, especially mechanical properties [1–4]. UFG materials are defined as materials having equiaxed microstructures with average grain sizes less than 1 μm and with a high fraction of boundaries having high angles of misorientation. These UFG structures divide into materials having submicrometer materials where the grains are within the range of 0.1–1 μm and true nanometer level materials where the grain sizes are <100 nm. As described elsewhere, many literatures reveal that the UFG microstructures may additionally contain having sizes of the order of <50 nm and these observations led to the introduction of the nanometer level materials [4–12].

Severe plastic deformation (SPD) processes have been studied extensively and used as convenient methods to manufacture ultrafine-grained, nanostructured metals, and their alloys [13–15]. Recently, several processing techniques existing metal forming processes have been designed such as continuous cyclic bending (CCB), twist extrusion (TE), equal channel angular pressing (ECAP), and so on. New techniques are often proposed, all of them rely on the idea that a high hydrostatic pressure is necessary to avoid cracking, for a review see [16–25]. Among these SPD methods, the HPT process is particularly noteworthy because it can produce finer grains, with a higher fraction of high-angle grain boundaries, than can the other SPD methods [5, 8, 26–29].

The origin of HPT processing may be traced to a classic literature, written by Bridgman and published in the Journal of Applied Physics in 1943, entitled “On Torsion Combined with Compression” [30]. This fundamental concept formed the basis of a series of experiments conducted by Professor Bridgman, the Hollis Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy at Harvard University.

The constrained HPT is the main study point presently, in which there was some limited outward flow of material between the upper and lower dies. The principle of the constrained HPT process is that a sample, generally in the form of a thin disk, is subjected to high pressure between massive anvils and then processed through the application of torsional straining. One die is turned at a given rotation speed and surface frictional forces deform the sample by shearing so that deformation proceeds under a quasi-hydrostatic state. The HPT process consists of two stages based on the motion of the lower dies and the samples, as shown in Figure 1: first the compression stage and next the torsion stage.

During the torsion stage, the compressive pressure is generally kept constant. The high-imposed compressive hydrostatic pressure prevents any cracking of the sample inside of the die, and the low thickness to diameter ratio results in the production of a high strain during the die rotation.

Although the general principles of HPT processing were first proposed over 70 years ago, the processing has become of general scientific interest only within the last 20 years.
Moreover, it is only within the last 10 years that a number of extensive reports documenting the processing and properties of materials produced by HPT have started appearing in the scientific [5, 26, 27].

In the range of 20 years, there are many reports on preparing bulk UFG metallic materials with high pressure torsion. Kaveh Edalati form an ultra-grained structure with a grain size of ~180 nm with pure Hf by high pressure torsion under pressures of 4 and 30 GPa. In the study of I. Sabirov, Al6061-10 pct SiC and Al6061-20 pct Al2O3 powder metallurgy (PM) MMCs with clustered particle distribution in the as-fabricated condition are subjected to HPT at room temperature. The evolution of the microstructure during HPT is investigated. D. Gunderov from the Ufa State Aviation Technical University produced nanocrystalline Ti49.4Ni50.6 alloy in the shape of a disk 20 mm in diameter using high pressure torsion successfully. The effect of an UFG structure formed in an aluminum alloy 1570 using severe plastic deformation by HPT at room temperature and at temperature of 100 and 200° on the mechanical properties (strength and plasticity) has been investigated by M. Yu. Murashkin. Disks of Cu60Zr20Ti20 composition were produced with HPT by Zs. Kovacs and the inhomogeneous microstructure of the central region consist of particles of about 50 μm and a surrounding matrix.

Presently, there are at least three aspects existing controversy in HPT field: Firstly, HPT processing consists of two stages (compression stage and torsion stage under high pressure stages, as shown in Figure 1). Most of the reports published focused on the last stage [32, 36–38], but there are few researchers directly on the role of compressive processing stage [39, 40]; second, because the developed strain at the center of the disk is theoretically zero and linearly increases with the distance from the center according to the characteristics of torsional strain, it is reasonable to anticipate that the microstructures produced by the HPT process will be extremely inhomogeneous. However, recently, papers demonstrated that the microstructure is reasonably homogeneous across the disks when the torsional straining continues; at last, although a lot of studies have been done on HPT [32, 36–40], most of them are for microstructure and its

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of high-pressure torsion processing.
characterization or for processing. Because the mechanical properties of the deformed material are directly related to the effect of friction, that is, the understanding of the effect of friction is very important in HPT.

There are many reports on radial inhomogeneity in the HPT processed metallic materials [5, 31, 32]. However, a significant dichotomy is revealed by the experimental data available. Some results gave the significant variations in the values of the microhardness and microstructure across the diameters of disks processed by HPT for austenitic steel, Cu, and high-purity Ni, given the results of lower hardness values in the centers and higher values in the peripheral regions of the disks [4, 33, 34]. On the other hand, recently, results shown that, as to commercial purity Al, an Al–Mg–Sc alloy, Cu and high-purity Ni materials, when torsional straining is continued to a sufficiently high total strain, the microstructures and hardness become reasonably homogeneous across the disks [5, 34]. Considering this case, the jobs of hardness and microstructure inhomogenous distribution inspection are very important to explore the deformation mechanism during the HPT process.

Because the mechanical properties of the deformed material are directly related to the amount of plastic deformation, that is, the developed strain, understanding the phenomenon associated with strain development is very important in severe plastic deformation process. Meanwhile, in the recently three decade, computer simulation and finite elements method (FEM) have been attracted with huge interests by more and more researchers of widely fields, and they can be used to explore and gain new insights and formation mechanism study in materials preparation process.

In this chapter, results are reported of an investigation on the plastic deformation inhomogeneous characteristics of different materials samples during the HPT process using experiments and FEM simulations.

2. Experimental conditions and simulation procedures

2.1. Materials and samples

In the previous works, there are two materials disks processed by HPT: One is commercial purity copper (99.98 mass%), and the other is IF steel manufactured by the Pohang Steel Company (POSCO, Korea) with the composition of 0.0026 wt% C, 0.096 wt% Mn, 0.045 wt% Al, and 0.041 wt% Ti. The state of the two materials is listed in Table 1. In addition, hollow cone $Zr_{64.13}Cu_{15.75}Ni_{10.12}Al_{10}$ bulk metallic glass (BMG) was prepared by sucking into a copper mold.

For the HPT experiments, materials of copper and IF steel with six magnitudes of pressure of 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 GPa were imposed on the disks at room temperature. The applied revolutions of the bottom die are 0, 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 1 turns under the provided pressures. The time of applying the compression loads was set as 10 s, and the strain rate in the disk was low enough to ignore any thermal effect.

Finally, in the HPT experiments of $Zr_{64.13}Cu_{15.75}Ni_{10.12}Al_{10}$ alloy, the ingots were produced through alloying high-purity elements (minimum 99.9 wt%) in an arc furnace under an
The remelted alloy ingots were suction cast into a Cu mold in order to obtain hollow cone specimens with base diameter, cone height, and wall thickness were 19.8, 14.0, and 1.2 mm, respectively. A hollow cone specimen of Zr-based BMGs is set on the concave die; then, a convex punch is inserted into the specimen; last, the preset pressure (40 tons) and rotation angle (1 reverse turn) are applied to the hollow conical specimen, as shown in Figure 2. The primary difference compared with the above HPT process is the sample shape, which is a hollow cone in the HC-HPT process rather than a disk in the HPT process.

2.2. Measurement devices and approaches

For the measurement of copper and IF steel, there are two inspection planes along with different direction of disks: One is radial plane (following the longitudinal direction of disks), and the other is transversal plane (following the transversal direction of disks). On transversal plane, the hardness of points on different diametrical direction is measured, whose angle between the adjacent direction is 30°. The distance between the adjacent testing points is 0.25 mm for 9.5 mm diameter and 0.5 mm for 19.5 mm diameter. As to the radial plane, the distance between the adjacent testing points is 0.1–0.3 mm at axial direction and 0.5 mm at radius direction. The schematic drawing of sampling positions and the measurement of hardness distribution of different positions are shown in Figure 3.

Hardness was measured using FM-700 Microhardness Tester, and the pressure loading is 100 g, continuous 10 s. All of hardness data are processed by Origin software. The color-coded contour maps and curves of hardness distribution of different samples are so obtained. Microstructures in different position of disks were observed using optical microscopy (Olympus U-TV0.5xc) and electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD).

The microstructure of Zr_{64.13}Cu_{15.75}Ni_{10.12}Al_{10} alloy was determined using D/max-rB X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation, and the wavelength of the X-rays was 0.154 nm. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC 404, Netzsch, Germany) was performed at a constant heating rate of 0.667 K/sec under a constant flow of argon. The dilatation measurements were executed using a conventional dilatometer (DIL 402C, Netzsch, Germany).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial state</th>
<th>Copper</th>
<th>IF steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original state</td>
<td>Cold-drawn state</td>
<td>plate 12 mm in thickness size rolled from casting ingot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogenizing heat-treatment</td>
<td>600°C × 2 h, cooling in furnace</td>
<td>700°C × 2 h, cooling in furnace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sizes of HPT disks</td>
<td>9.5 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness</td>
<td>19.5 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains size</td>
<td>20–40 μm</td>
<td>150–200 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original hardness</td>
<td>~56 Hv</td>
<td>~80 Hv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. State of the two materials disks.

argon atmosphere. The remelted alloy ingots were suction cast into a Cu mold in order to obtain hollow cone specimens with base diameter, cone height, and wall thickness were 19.8, 14.0, and 1.2 mm, respectively. A hollow cone specimen of Zr-based BMGs is set on the concave die; then, a convex punch is inserted into the specimen; last, the preset pressure (40 tons) and rotation angle (1 reverse turn) are applied to the hollow conical specimen, as shown in Figure 2. The primary difference compared with the above HPT process is the sample shape, which is a hollow cone in the HC-HPT process rather than a disk in the HPT process.
Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of HC-HPT procedure and (b) samples.

Figure 3. Schematic drawing and the measurement of hardness distribution of disks.
2.3. Simulation conditions and procedures

Plastic deformation behavior, hardness, and microstructure distribution of HPT processed disks are investigated using experimental approach and simulation approach with the finite element method (FEM). With ANSYS10.0 program simulations, the deformed microstructures and mechanical properties of copper disks in the compressive stage of HPT processing are investigated. Meanwhile, a commercial rigid-plastic finite element code (DEFORM 3D; Scientific Forming Technologies Corporation, USA) was used to simulate and understand the local plastic deformation of the IF steel disks in the torsion stage of the HPT process.

2.3.1. Simulation procedure of copper disks in the compressive stage of HPT with ANSYS

The simulation of die material is alloy steel, and the properties data come from the web site [41] and testing experiment. The simulation procedures of the copper at the compression stage of HPT are as follows:

Step 1: Build geometry. The sizes of the sample in ANSYS correspond to the experimental disk.

Step 2: Define material properties. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of materials are 110 GPa, 0.343 for copper and 220 GPa, 0.32 for alloy steel, respectively [41]. The fiction coefficient between disk and anvil is 0.06.

Step 3: Define element types. For the analysis of the copper deformation, Plane 182, Target 169, and Contact 170 are selected to define the sample, the surface of the target and the surface of the contact, respectively.

Step 4: Generate mesh and create contact pair. There are about 40,000 elements meshed in the copper disks model. The meshed model is shown in Figure 4. Creating contact pair using Contact Wizard with the two element types: Target 169 and Contact 170 are very important for this contact analysis.

Step 5: Apply loads. For this simulation, it needs to apply symmetry constrains on the axis of the copper sample, because the device of HPT is axis symmetrical shape.

Figure 4. The meshed simulation model.
Step 6: Obtain solution and review results. Some results can be got from the general post-processor, such as the stress and the strain distribution of the compression sample, and the deformed shape.

2.3.2. Simulation procedure of IF disks of HPT with DEFORM

A local deformation analysis using the FEM should be carried out in order to better understand HPT processing and the material’s response to the dies in HPT. In this work, isothermal FEM simulations of the HPT process were carried out using the commercial rigid-plastic finite element code.

In the FEM simulations, the initial dimensions of the disks were 20 mm diameter and 2.0 mm thickness. In the compression stage, the speed of the top anvil was 0.1 rad/s up to a full turn. The friction between the die and the sample was set to satisfy the sticking condition, as the roughness of the die surface was high enough to prevent slippage between the sample and the die. We used the materials parameters for the simulation from the database of DEFORM code-0.08% C carbon steel, and the Poisson’s ratio of material is 0.3. HPT dies: rigid body. The number of the initial mesh in the sample was 25521, and this number of elements was enough to show the local deformation of the sample by calculation without changing the number of elements. The times of the compression stage and torsion stage were all set at 10 s.

3. Properties and microstructure inhomogeneity of different materials disks processed by high-pressure torsion

3.1. Inhomogeneous distribution of mechanical properties and microstructure in the compression stage of HPT

Since plasticity is path dependent, unlike elastic deformation, the deformation that occurs at both stage I (compression) and stage II (compression + torsion) is important for the properties and microstructures of HPT processed materials. Although many reports have been published recently on the microstructural evolution, hardness distribution in HPT processed samples, and torsional behavior [4, 7–12], all of them ignores the stage I deformation, and no studies on the properties of samples after the compression stage have been done, as far as can be determined. For example, Edalati et al. [42] investigated the microstructures and mechanical properties of pure Cu processed by HPT and proposed a unique single curve of hardness against the equivalent strain; however, they did not consider the stage I deformation and the compressive component of strains in their equivalent strain. Nowadays, more and more results indicated that the stage I deformation influences the stage II deformation [43]. Hence, explaining the HPT behavior without considering the stage I deformation is not sufficient for full understanding.

In this section, the commercial purity Copper (99.98 mass%) and IF steel are used as the study materials. For the experiment of copper, two applied pressures of 2 and 8 GPa were imposed at room temperature on the disks with the velocity range of 1/2 rpm and the time of compression.
load of 10 s. For the IF steel during the compression stage of HPT, the applied pressures were imposed at room temperature on the disks for 0.6, 1.25, 1.9, and 2.5 GPa, respectively.

**Figure 5** shows the hardness distribution of copper disks with 2 GPa pressure given the color-coded contour maps and distribution curves. As shown, L1, L2, and L3 are the testing lines position at the distance of 0.25, 0.5, and 0.65 mm from central plane of disks’ thickness direction, respectively. The hardness shows almost symmetrical distribution on the thickness direction from upper to bottom surface of compressed disks (**Figure 5a**).

Furthermore, it also indicates an inhomogeneity distribution, giving lower hardness in axial center near the surface, higher hardness in edge and the uniform hardness in radial medium, which is also clearly displayed in **Figure 5b** (L2, L3). However, a higher hardness zone exists in axial center near the central plane. Compared with the hardness of 56 Hv in the initial state, the hardness of disks remarkably increases at the compressive stage of HPT, which is different in the different position, that is, the hardness on the central plane is 106.9, 101.2, and 112.3 Hv in the center, radial medium and edge, respectively. Further investigation indicates that the hardness distribution of compressed disk with 8 GPa has a similar trend with the former results (**Figure 6**).

It is well known that the mechanical properties are mainly dependent on the microstructure condition. The detailed investigations are focused on the relationship between the microstructure and the mechanical properties, as shown in **Figure 6**. Clearly, there is a remarkable inhomogeneity distribution on the testing plane, for not only hardness but also microstructure.

In the edge zone, there is a thin layer with grains hardly change as the same as the initial state; however, a little more inward, the grains proceed large severe plastic deformation, and their boundaries become very obscure. In the center zone, some grains occur plastic deformation but others have no any change. And the grains have a uniform deformation in the radial medium zone of compressed disks. Based on the Hall-Petch relationship, the inhomogeneity distribution of microstructure can support the ones of hardness, giving lower hardness in
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**Figure 5.** Hardness distribution of compressed disk with 2-GPa pressure.
center, uniform hardness in medium, and higher hardness in edge. Of course, there is a little soft layer in the outer edge of the compressed disks.

As the former mentioned, the inhomogeneity of hardness and microstructure distribution in the compressive copper disks of HPT really existed. Of particular concern is that, as to IF steel disks, whether this inhomogeneity also existed at the compression stage during HPT. The study proceeded to investigate the inhomogeneity of hardness and microstructure on the different direction of HPT processed IF steel disks at the compressive stage.

Figure 7 displayed the hardness distribution on the transversal plane (0.1 mm distance from the surface) and the hardness variation of different position along with the compression. As the almost same distribution with the copper disks given by literature and formerly research, at the compressive stage of HPT, the hardness distribution of IF steel disks is also inhomogeneous, given high value in edge, considerable uniform in medium and low hardness in center [5, 35].

On the radial testing plane, the hardness distribution is also inhomogeneous, and the color-coded contour maps are shown in Figure 8. As shown, the hardness is almost symmetrical distribution from upper to bottom surface of disks for the central of thickness as the symmetry plane, which is also reported by Pippan [44]. The hardness distribution on radial testing plane is the same with that on the transversal testing plane formerly obtained, which presents high hardness in edge, uniform hardness in medium, and low value in center.
In addition, there exists a soften region near the surface, and higher pressure is, less area is. An important point should be paid attention to that the lower hardness areas are only in both the outedge and center near the disks’ surface. However, a high value of hardness exists near the central position on the thickness direction named hardness hill from literatures [35, 36].

Figure 7. The hardness distribution on the transversal testing plane of different samples at the compressive stage of HPT.

Figure 8. Color-coded contour maps of hardness distribution on the radial testing plane of compressed IF steel disks.
In order to clearly display this inhomogeneity, the edge microstructure on the different testing plane (transversal and radial) of compressed disk under 2.5 GPa pressure is shown in Figure 9. The same position on the two testing planes is corresponding with each other. For this disk, in the outer boundary, there exists a soften region resulting to the lower hardness (as the arrow direction). The severe deformation grains on the transversal plane are corresponding with the flow lines clearly displayed on the radial plane.

Another fact need to be paid attention is that as to the flow-line, the angle of direction between its texture and pressure is about 45°, which is the most flexible deformation direction under the shear slip for grains. Further microstructure inspection results show that the grains near the surface display more and more remarkable texture characteristic microstructure from center to edge along with the radius direction of the compressive disks.

However, the grains of the thickness central position haven’t this characteristic texture microstructure. The close-up microstructure view from edge to center of compressed disks of 2.5 GPa pressure is listed in Figure 10. The results can also strongly support the former conclusion.

Figure 9. Edge microstructure on the different testing plane.
3.2. Mechanical properties and microstructure at the torsion stage of HPT

The principles of the modern HPT process have already been described extensively in the literature \[5, 45, 46\]. In brief, the initial coarse-grained solid or powder sample for HPT is located between two hard anvils, where it is subjected to a compressive applied pressure (P) of several GPa at room temperature (or a warm temperature), and then, a torsional strain is imposed by the rotation of the anvil. The surface frictional force generates the deformation of the disk through the torsional shear, thereby a large deformation proceeds under a quasi-hydrostatic pressure. In practice, the effective strain imposed on the sample may be defined as follows:

\[ \varepsilon_{eq} = \frac{2\pi NR}{\sqrt{3}h} \]

where \(N\) is number of turns in the HPT, \(R\) is the distance from the center of the sample, and \(h\) is the sample thickness \[5, 47, 48\]. From the formula, following the radius direction from center to edge of HPT disks, along the \(R\) increasing, the equivalent von Mises strain is higher to higher which means the deformation of material more and more severe.

In this section, the development of deformed microstructures and mechanical properties of the IF steel disks are presented at the early torsion stage of the HPT process using experiments approaches. The applied pressure and degree of revolutions during the torsion stage were 2.5 GPa and 0, 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 1 turns, respectively. Figure 11 presents the hardness distributions on the radial-axial plane of the HPT processed IF steel disks.

Exhibiting the same trend as in the literature, the Figure clearly indicates lower hardness values in the center and higher values at the edges: after 1 turn, the hardness values in the center, middle, and edge were 140, 160, and 375 HV, respectively. Compared with the disks after torsion, in the center, the soft region penetrates through the upper and bottom surfaces of the compression-only disk (0 turns), and it disappeared after 1 turn. Furthermore, the soft region shrunk as the degree of revolutions increased. The large deformation and high hardness (240 HV) proceeded at a distance of 6 mm from the center of the disks (1/4 turn) and at a distance of 4 mm from the center of the disks (1 turn). That is, a severe deformation will proceed gradually from the edge to center along with increases in the degree of revolutions at the early torsion stage of the HPT process.

A layer that is 0.2 mm from the surface of the HPT-processed disks was ground and polished. The hardness on the testing plane along the radial direction is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 13 shows the hardness on the testing plane along the radial direction. As shown, the hardness trend on the transversal direction at the early torsion stage in the HPT process is
the same as those along the radial direction. Similar to the compression stage, the different mechanical properties at the torsion stage could be explained by the microstructure state, as shown in Figure 14. Without torsional straining (0 turns), the grain boundaries are clearly observed, and the grains are insufficiently equiaxed. In contrast, after an additional revolution in the same torsional direction to give 1 turn, the grain boundaries become obscure, and the grains are reasonably equiaxed.

The images in Figure 14e show inverse pole figures (IPF) with the boundary map having the information on the orientations of microstructure and the boundaries rotation angle. The
boundary map indicated high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs: $15^\circ$, black line) and low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs: 2–5°, red line; 5–15°, green line). According to the EBSD results, the average grain sizes for 1/4, 2/4, and 4/4 turns are 2516, 1940, and 0.308 μm, respectively. The average grain size decreases with increasing the rotation angle. After 1/4 turn, a lot of LAGBs were generated in the large grains and formed subgrains. Numerous LAGBs (green

Figure 13. Microstructure at the edges of 0, 1/4, 2/4, and 1 turn HPT-processed disks using optical microscopy (a–d) and EBSD (e).
and red lines) were found within large grains, and the colors of the grains in the IPF map slightly change in the large grains. Moreover, on the top part of the image, the HAGBs are formed, and the grains are refined by recrystallization. From 2/4 turns, the fractions of HAGBs and equiaxed refined grains increased, and fine grains were located between the large grains with slightly different orientations. Finally, the average grain size with 0.308 lm was achieved after 4/4 turn with random orientation.

In the compression and the early torsion stage of HPT, the materials exist serious inhomogeneity not only in the microstructure but also in the mechanical properties. However, this is unfavorable to accommodate the following plastic strain and then highly limit the applications of HPT. Whether this inhomogeneity can be improved in the following deformation stage is a key factor for industrialized applications.

Hardness distributions on the surface plane form center to edge in 0, 1, and 5 turns HPT processed copper disks under different applied pressure are shown in Figure 14. The Figure clearly indicates that the hardness on the surface plane increases with increasing the degree of revolutions. However, the hardness in the center and middle zone of the HPT-processed disks varies sharply with increasing the degree of revolutions in comparison with that in the edge zone: the hardness distribution is homogeneous after several revolutions, particularly under the applied pressure of 2 GPa. That is to say, compared with the torsion stage, the hardness on the surface of the disks exhibits more inhomogeneity along the radial direction in the compression stage.

Moreover, Figure 14 also presents that torsion can result in not only increased hardness but also uniform hardness distribution. Along the radial direction, the more the degree of revolution is, the more homogeneous the hardness distribution on the RPI plane will be. That is, the hardness distribution becomes homogeneous with increasing the degree of revolutions.

The severe plastic deformation of copper, IF steel disks of HPT through hardness, and microstructure distribution on the testing plane of the different direction is presented. There exists
serious hardness inhomogeneity on the HPT-processed disks at the compression and the early torsion stage, showing higher hardness in edge, lower hardness in center, and considerably uniform hardness in radial medium of disks. However, according to the experiment of copper at torsion stage, the above inhomogeneity in mechanical properties is hopeful to be improved by the subsequent severe torsion deformation.

4. Experimental and finite element analysis of plastic deformation inhomogeneous characteristics of HPT disks

As is known, the mechanical properties of the deformed material are related to the amount of plastic deformation, that is, the developed strain and stress during the HPT processing. The hardness and microstructure distribution associated with the strain and stress development is very important in SPD process. Thus, for systematic analysis of deformation behavior of materials, a numerical approach is useful.

In this section, plastic deformation behavior, hardness, and microstructure distribution of HPT processed disks are investigated using experimental approach and simulation approach with the finite element method (FEM). With ANSYS10.0 program simulations, the deformed microstructures and mechanical properties of copper disks in the compressive stage of HPT processing are investigated. Meanwhile, DEFORM 3D was used to simulate and understand the local plastic deformation of the IF steel disks in the torsion stage of the HPT process.

4.1. Deforming simulation results and verifications in the HPT process

The mechanical properties of the deformed material are attribution to the amount of plastic deformation, that is, the development and distribution of strain and stress of disks during the compressive processing [49, 50]. The key factors of inhomogeneity distribution of hardness and microstructure are attributed to the inhomogeneity deformation of copper disks. That is to say, the inhomogeneous distribution of strain and stress leads to microstructure inhomogeneity. As an example of disks with 8-GPa pressure, the strain distribution simulation and the microstructure of different position are shown in Figure 15.

The simulation results show that there indeed exists the inhomogenous distribution of strain and stress of compressed disks. In the outer edge region, lower strain leads the grains to hardly deformation as the arrow directing in Figures 15a and 16a, which corresponds to the lower hardness. Because of huge friction between disk and the vertical wall of anvil, the deformation is restrained, and this lower strain zone proceeds. However, a little more inward, severe plastic deformation occurs, and larger strain is clearly displayed in Figure 15a with particular flow-line microstructure, similar with the results in Figure 9. Moreover, the angle 45° between the slip lines and the pressure direction can be shown in the strain distribution simulation.

In the center of disks, near the surface, there is a low strain zone, and the microstructure shows that some grains deformed but others have no change (Figure 15c). These results can explain...
Figure 15. Strain distribution simulation and microstructure in different position of disk with 8 GPa pressure.

Figure 16. Hardness and strain simulation distribution of disk with 8 GPa pressure.
the reasons of the lower hardness existing in this region shown in Figure 5. On the other hand, near the central plane of thickness direction of disks, the strain remarkably increased with the consequence of grains deformation and high hardness.

**Figure 16a** is the experimental hardness distribution of disk in the axial direction and the simulation results of strain distribution of compressive disk with 8-GPa pressure.

As shown, simulation results can also verify the rules of hardness distribution on the compressive disk plane. For example, the higher hardness zone in the edge relates to its severe plastic deformation causing ultrafine grains. On the other hand, in the center, low deformation near the surface leads to low hardness corresponding with its hardly unchanged grains of the microstructure characteristic.

Subsequently, DEFORM 3D was used to simulate and understand the local plastic deformation of the IF steel disks in the torsion stage of the HPT process. In the simulation, the applied revolutions of the bottom die are 0, 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and 1 turns under the provided pressures of 2.5 GPa, which the rotation rate of 1.256 rpm, and the coefficient of friction between the dies and the sample was assumed to be 0.12.

**Figure 17** shows the integrated results including the relationships between the revolutions and hardness, the effective strain in different positions of the HPT-processed disks and the microstructure of 1/4 turn of the HPT-processed disks.

From **Figure 17b**, the simulation results indicate that the effective strain in the edge position varies sharply with increases in the revolutions, but the trend of the effective strain in the medium and center positions varies quite slowly. The strain distribution status leads to the microstructure results in **Figure 17c**, which the grains are obscure at the edge, and clear grains are observed in the central region. As a consequence, the hardness variation in **Figure 17a** is consistent with the trend of the effective strain, that is, the hardness varies sharply with the increasing degree of revolutions for the edge position of the HPT-processed disks but quite slowly for the medium and center positions.

In the simulation of HPT, disks occur the inhomogeneity development and distribution of strain and stress during the deformation, given the large severe plastic deformation in edge, lower deformation in center near the surface and considerable uniform deformation in radial medium of disk. The strain inhomogeneity determines the characteristic of microstructure and grains deformation even following the appearance of hardness distribution.

4.2. Effect of friction on HPT processing via finite element analysis

The HPT process involves changing the shape of the sample by forcing it to flow through a system, which requires tight contact between the die and sample. As a result of this contact, tangential frictional forces are generated at the interface of the die/sample to resist this relative movement. It is known that frictional conditions at the interface of the die/sample can affect the metal flow, final properties of the sample, total deformation load, and premature die wear. The effect of friction between the sample and the dies is complex and results in the appearance of surface shear, particularly in HPT. Thus, friction is considered to be a major variable in metal forming processes where the sample undergoes large plastic deformations [40].
There have been preliminary investigations on the effect of friction between the anvils and workpiece on plastic deformation during the compression stage of HPT [5, 37]. The results indicated that the effective strain remarkably increased with the number of revolutions under torsion, compared to the strain in the compression stage. Although there was little variation in the central region under different friction coefficients, the strain increased significantly with distance from the center, due to frictional shear stress. Furthermore, the friction force influenced the effective strain more remarkably in the central and edge regions of the compressed disks than in the middle region. Figure 18 shows the cross-sectional planes with effective strain distributions after compression of a copper disk under different conditions: friction coefficients of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0; applied pressure of 2 GPa; and wall angle of 120°.

The distribution of effective strain in the compressed copper disk is more heterogeneous as the friction coefficient increases. The radial heterogeneity of the effective strain on the plane is clearly displayed. The effective strain is lower in the center and higher at the edge of the compressed disks, and the effective strain distributions are more and more heterogeneous from center to edge. For example, with the friction coefficient of 3.0, as shown in Figure 18d, the variation of effective strain along the radial direction was from 0.397 in the center to 4.484 at the edge, while with friction coefficient of 0.1, the effective strain varied from 0.068 to 3.155, as shown in Figure 18a. This situation of heterogeneous plastic deformation was also reported in the forging process due to friction [51–55]. The results indicate that the fresh area of the contact surface, between the dies and workpiece, increased with increasing friction. Meanwhile,
the distribution of the effective strain and hardness became more and more heterogeneous as the friction coefficient increased along the radial and axial directions, which is in good agreement with our results.

More attention should be paid to the strain distribution in the central plane of the thickness direction. The results exhibit a remarkable difference between the top and bottom planes in that the effective strain values at the center are higher than those in other areas (i.e., in the direction indicated by an arrow in Figure 18a. Here, an effective strain of 0.574 occurred in position A (central plane), while at position B, near the surface of the upper plane, the effective strain was 0.112. Correspondingly, the hardness values of the two positions were 103.1 HV at A and 80.5 HV at B. It should be noted that the mechanical properties of the deformed material are attributable to the amount of plastic deformation (i.e., the developments and distributions of strain and stress in the workpiece during the compression process).

The hardness distribution of the experimentally compressed disks was reflected in the strain distribution of the simulations. Figure 19 indicates the trend in variation, along the radial direction. Figure 19 also provides a comparison between experimental hardness based on the average of four groups of experimental data, and simulation results of the effective strain distribution in the compressed copper disk, under the conditions of friction coefficient of 0.1, applied pressure of 2 GPa, and wall angle of 120°. The same distribution trend was indicated in both the experimental and simulated results. Hence, the reliability of this computer simulation is verified.

Figure 20 shows the evolution in effective strain at the selected point in the middle of the HPT sample for the friction coefficients of 0.5, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.5. The pressure was fixed at 10 GPa, and the number of turns was 1. Several important conclusions can be drawn from inspection of Figure 20. First, the effective strain values are almost the same in the compression stage at a constant of 0.4–0.6, which means that the friction had similar effect on the evolution of the effective strain on the contact surface of the HPT samples. By contrast, the effective strain is expected to increase due to the increase of the friction coefficient between the samples and the dies in the torsion stage. That is to say, the friction plays more important role on the evolution of the effective strain in the torsion stage.
Another important factor is that the effective strain will reach quasi-saturation with the saturated effective strain values of 0.82, 1.33, and 4.17 when the friction coefficients are 0.5, 0.9, and 1.0, respectively. Meanwhile, the times of reaching strain saturation are also different with the

---

**Figure 19.** Path plots of the effective strain and hardness along the radial direction under 2 GPa, 120° wall angle and the friction coefficient 0.1.

**Figure 20.** Simulated evolution in strain with the variation of the friction coefficient at the selected point in the medium of the HPT samples.

Another important factor is that the effective strain will reach quasi-saturation with the saturated effective strain values of 0.82, 1.33, and 4.17 when the friction coefficients are 0.5, 0.9, and 1.0, respectively. Meanwhile, the times of reaching strain saturation are also different with the...
variation of the friction coefficient, which are 12.1, 13.4, and 19.0 s, when the friction coefficients are 0.5, 0.9, and 1.0, respectively. Since the friction drives the surface of the sample to rotate, the effective strain remarkably increases with an increasing number of the revolutions in the torsion stage compared to strains in the compression stage. These results suggest that the friction between the sample and the dies directly affects the planes of principal stress and therefore is a major factor in the HPT process, in which the samples undergo large plastic deformation.

The simulations were performed for the friction coefficients of 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 to investigate the strain distribution on the contact surface of the HPT samples with different friction coefficients, as shown in Figure 21a.

Although the effective strain values in the central region were similar under different friction coefficients, the variations of effective strain according to the distance from the center had different under low (<0.9) and high (>1.0) friction coefficients. The effective strain values changed little along the distance from the center when the friction coefficients were 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. However, the strain values increased significantly with an increasing distance from the center when the friction coefficients were 1, 1.5, and 2. The friction force affected the effective strain more in middle and edge regions than in the central region. In the middle and the edge regions, the friction shear stress due to the higher friction coefficient was high enough to achieve a sticking condition between the surfaces of the dies and the samples. Figure 21 clearly indicates lower values of the effective strain in the central region and high values in the edge region, particularly at higher friction coefficients.

The variation of effective strain in the different position of workpiece with increasing friction coefficient is further investigated as shown in Figure 21b. It clearly indicates that there exist two key points of increasing friction coefficient as 0.9 and 1.5. Under the scope of friction coefficient (from 0.9 to 1.5), the effective strain sharply increases, particularly in the middle and edge area. However, it is constant variation beyond the scope (<0.9 or >1.5). That is to say, there is a friction coefficient value range which the effective strain increases remarkably sharply.

Figure 21. Simulated effective strain distribution on the contact surface of the HPT samples along with the different friction coefficient.
Compared to the compression stage, friction played an important role in the evolution of the effective strain in the torsion stage and the friction force influenced the effective strain more in the middle and edge regions than that in the central region. A high friction coefficient was enough to achieve a sticking condition between the surface of the die and the sample in medium and edge regions. Meanwhile, there is a friction coefficient value range which the effective strain increases remarkably sharply. The analysis by the finite element method for the HPT process is useful if the material parameters are incorporated. Further local and nonlocal investigations are necessary.

4.3. Effect of friction and anvil cavity structure on the dead metal zone of compressed HPT disks

The dead metal zone (DMZ) on the disks, distinct evidence of inhomogenous plastic deformation characteristics in the HPT process, was first reported by Lee et al. and verified after consideration of simulation results and inspections of microstructures from the literature [56]. In the HPT process, plastic deformation increases from the center to the edge in the radial direction of the workpiece. A sticking condition is maintained between the disk and the anvils when the traction is great enough to resist a high friction force. While there is an almost negligible strain rate and strain in the corner region, under high pressure and friction, a stagnant zone is generated due to the vertical wall constraint.

In the investigation, three factors: friction coefficient ($\mu$), depth of the cavity on an anvil (d), and wall angle of cavity ($\Phi$) were analyzed in the compression stage of the HPT process. The anvil structure is shown in Figure 4.

In the present work, the simulation results also indicated that an obvious DMZ appeared with an increase in friction coefficient (as arrow direction in Figure 18, and the microstructure distribution of DMZ is shown in Figure 22 with a wall angle of 120°. There is almost no DMZ when the friction coefficient is low ($\mu = 0.1$; as shown in Figure 18a). Therefore, it is clear that friction remarkably influences initiation of the DMZ during the plastic deformation process in the compression stage. That is, a DMZ occurs at the corner edge of the disk under a high friction coefficient, not only in the torsion stage, but also in the compression stage of the HPT process.

Another important factor that influences initiation of the DMZ is the geometry of the anvil cavity, especially the depth of the cavity on the anvil. Figure 23 displays the effective strain distributions on the cross-sectional planes of the compressed disks at different depths of the cavity, under conditions of 2 GPa and a friction coefficient of 0.6.

According to the effective strain distribution of the compressed disk, the degree of heterogeneity and the value of the effective strain increase as the depth of the cavity increases, along the thickness direction. Figure 24 shows lower values of effective strain in the centers and higher values at the edges of the samples. In addition, the length of flash and the area of DMZ increase with the depth of the cavity.

Three lines of the compressed disk (Figure 24) were investigated in relation to DMZ, and the lines L1-L3 were effective-strain path-plot lines equally spaced from each other. The results indicated that the DMZ occurred at the surface corner of the disk and that the compressed
The degree of deformation in the surface region of the disk decreased with increasing depth of the cavity. Figure 25 shows the effective strain distributions of the half cross-sectional planes along the thickness direction of a compressed copper disk, under the conditions of friction coefficient 0.1, depth 0.2 mm, and applied pressure of 2 GPa without revolution. The results can be described based on two types of HPT, unconstrained (Φ = 180°) and constrained (Φ<180°) HPT. The plastic deformation in the HPT process increased from the surface plane to the central plane of the disk. The hardness of the central plane was also higher, while the high hardness in the thick central plane as shown in Figure 25 is called a hardness hill in the literature [32, 39]. The results indicate a variation in the hardness hill as the wall angle of the cavity is increased. However, there was almost no hardness hill at a low angle (Φ = 90°) as shown in Figure 25a. That is, the wall angle of the cavity can remarkably influence the hardness hill during the plastic deformation process of the compression stage.

Figure 22. The microstructure distribution of DMZ on the radial direction (a) and thickness direction (b) of compressed copper disk.

Figure 23. Effective strain distributions of the half cross-sectional planes at different depths of the cavity.
In addition, the area of the DMZ decreased with increasing wall angle due to the vertical wall constraint under high pressure, as clearly seen in Figure 25, and it dropped to zero when the value of the wall angle increased to 180°, which means there is no DMZ on the disk in the unconstrained HPT processing. There was only a small variation in effective
strain, and the hardness was generally homogeneous in the radial middle zones of the disks; however, a large variation occurred at the edge of the disk. Two lines were compared to determine the distribution of effective strain and are presented in Figure 26.

Figure 26 indicates that the plastic deformation was inhomogeneous along the thickness direction of the disk. Although the area of the hardness hill increased as the wall angle increased, the maximum effective strain in the area of the hardness hill decreased as the angle increased, as shown in Figure 26b. There was significant plastic deformation when the wall angle was less than 180° (indicated in Figure 26a), while the plastic deformation was relatively uniform along the radial direction under the wall angle condition of 180°. In addition, the anvil geometry also affected the flash of the disk. Interestingly, there was little variation in the flash length of the compressed disk at different wall angles, although a large distinction of strain in the flash regions happened. In any case, the wall angle of the cavity plays an important role in the heterogeneous deformation of the main body of the workpiece.

5. Effect of Hollowcone high-pressure torsion on the thermal and mechanics properties of Zr-based bulk metallic glass

Bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) usually have many outstanding properties, for example, good corrosion resistance [57], high elastic limits [58], high strength [59], and so on. However, the limited plastic deformability at room temperature is a problem awaiting solution, which seriously hindered the application of BMGs. However, BMGs under the condition of HPT exhibit a certain plasticity deformability at room temperature. The results from literatures indicated that the hardness of HPT BMGs disks decreased due to the rejuvenated structure, which is completely different phenomenon in the crystalline alloys. There also have some research reported that effects on the thermal properties of BMGs happened. For example, Edalati et al. reported that
the glass transition temperature of Zr$_{50}$Cu$_{30}$Ni$_{10}$Al$_{10}$ BMG increased few after a HPT process [60]. However, Meng et al. reported that HPT did not change the glass transition temperature [61].

In particular, Kim et al. proposed that a hollow cone high-pressure torsion (HC-HPT) method used for the fabrication of hollow cone-shaped specimens with a closed cone head through the application of high pressure and torsion in order to obtain UFG/NC microstructures [62]. Therefore, it is an interesting and necessary attempt to research the effects of hollow cone high-pressure torsion on the performance of BMGs.

In this section, Zr$_{64.13}$Cu$_{15.75}$Ni$_{10.12}$Al$_{10}$ BMGs [63] were selected as a specimen material to research the effect of hollow-cone high-pressure torsion on the performance of BMGs. Because Zr-based BMGs have satisfactory glass-forming abilities, it can be undemanding cast into a hollow-cone-shaped specimen. Furthermore, the catastrophic failure at room temperature will not occur by the HC-HPT process due to superior plastic deformability at room temperature. Hóbora et al. reported that Cu$_{60}$Zr$_{20}$Ti$_{20}$ BMGs occurred crystallization after HPT process [64]. On the contrary, some research data indicate that BMGs did not occurred crystallization after HPT process. Therefore, first make sure whether the sample occurred crystallization after HC-HPT process. Figure 27 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for the transverse cross sections of as-cast and HC-HPT 1 revolution BMG alloys.

The XRD patterns have similar profiles. The broad diffraction peaks indicate full vitrification of samples, and crystalline peaks were not detected. This indicates that no crystallization did occur in the Zr$_{64.13}$Cu$_{15.75}$Ni$_{10.12}$Al$_{10}$ BMG through HC-HPT 1 revolution. The plastic deformation during the HC-HPT process was reduced, conical wall thickness slight due to the sample has been reversed only one revolution.

HPT process changes the microstructure of the BMGs, even though have not induced crystallization, and inevitably have a certain effect on its thermodynamic properties. Figure 28 presents the DSC profiles for the as-cast and HC-HPT 1 revolution samples.

The curves have similar profiles. They have well-defined glass transition regions. However, the characteristic temperatures of glass transition and crystallization are different. The Figure shows that the glass transition begins at 657.63 K and ends at 736.23 K for the as-cast sample, and it begins at 663.19 K and ends at 759.19 K for the HC-HPT 1 revolution sample. It is found that, after HC-HPT, supercooled liquid region increases.

The effects of HC-HPT process on the glass transition and crystallization behaviors for the Zr-based BMG are remarkable. The results happened by the increase of free volume after the large shear deformation of HC-HPT. The increase of free volume usually leads to a decrease in hardness and elastic modulus.

Figure 29 presents the curves of thermal expansion for the as-cast and HC-HPT 1 revolution processed at a heating rate of 0.0833 K/s. These curves exhibit similar thermal expansion behaviors. From the room temperature to around 640 K, the length of the both samples increased linearly to a temperature. Then, the lengths have decreased which suggest related to the crystallization of the alloys. Obviously, the average thermal expansion coefficient has
Figure 27. The XRD pattern of samples before and after deformation.

Figure 28. The DSC pattern of samples before and after deformation.
decreased after the HC-HPT process. The free volume can be created by the inelastic deformation of local atomic clusters under shear stress [65]. After the HC-HPT process, the free volume in the sample increased. Therefore, the sample was heated, and the created free volume by HC-HPT processed disappears due to a decrease in the thermal expansion coefficient.

Tan et al. [66] reported that the plasticity deformation corresponds to the internal states with more free volume as revealed by lower hardness and elastic modulus. Figure 30 presents the hardness curve from cone vertical top to bottom.

The two patterns have similar profile, and the hardness of sample cone is tending to descend from top to bottom of the hollow cone. Compared with the sample before deformation, the hardness has decreased after HC-HPT. The results were coinciding with the increase of free volume. The same results were obtained for the elastic modulus test as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 presents the results using nano indentation method of elastic modulus of specimen at different position. And compared with HC-HPT 1 revolution sample, HC-HPT deformation makes the elastic modulus of amorphous alloy reduces. Different parts have different elastic modulus with a sample due to the special sample shape give rise to different cooling rates. A larger amount of free volume around atoms may enlarge their internal atomic spacing, decrease the atomic bonding strength, and thus lower the elastic modulus of the amorphous alloy [67].

In this study, hollow cone Zr-based amorphous has been chosen to be the investigated. Severe plastic deformation using HC-HPT with one revolution has effects on the thermal and mechanical properties of Zr$_{64.13}$Cu$_{15.75}$Ni$_{10.12}$Al$_{10}$ BMGs. It was found that after the HC-HPT process, the glass transition temperature of Zr-based BMG increased, but the Vickers hardness, elastic modulus, and coefficient of thermal expansion decreased.

Figure 29. Dilatometer traces of the as-cast and cone-HPT processed.
### Figure 30. Vickers hardness of samples at different locations before and after HC-HPT.

### Table 2. Elastic modulus of specimens at different locations before and after HC-HPT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>E of top part (GPa)</th>
<th>E of middle part (GPa)</th>
<th>E of bottom part (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As-cast</td>
<td>95.16</td>
<td>92.92</td>
<td>82.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One revolution</td>
<td>93.76</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>76.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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